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Davina

Look into her eyes, look into eternity,
Have compassion for her my friend.
For she sees much more than we’ll ever see,
To other dimensions her thoughts transcend.

The pow’ers of Davina, are amazing it’s true,
And though I knew she was so very wise.
The wisdom of Davina is equaled by few,
The things she told me took me by surprise.



Introduction
The counselor whom you choose to help you and guide your regressions has been through this
stage of the path and he or she is safely in touch with the inner plane guides and teachers. I say
safely because before they allow themselves to set up as counselors, they will have been given an
internal okay from the inner plane guides and teachers that they are ready to do this.This needs to
be made clear. They’re not just setting themselves up on their own. They have inner verification
that they are ready and can be true channels for other people’s guides or teachers to come through
to help these others on their search.

These counselors are our earth plane teachers, mediators, contact points, whatever term you wish
to use. They can give you guidance and help you to know when you are ready to attempt each
new step.

In the future, when one goes to a counselor, it will be the same as going to a general practitioner
for a physical examination in today’s health field. Today your general practitioner will do all the
testing himself that he is qualified to do. He will send you to an expert in a given field for any test
he is not qualified to give. The results are then sent back to the general practitioner to be evalu-
ated along with his own findings.

The same will be true when going to a counselor. All aids and readings that can be done by the
counselor should be done by him. Any that he, the counselor, is not capable of doing should be
done by one who is an expert in this field, with the results being sent back to the counselor and
taken into consideration with all other findings and used to give an over-all picture of the entity.
Then, when the problem area can be isolated, the entity can be sent to a specialist that can help
this troubled area the most. Do you see?  It should work the same as getting a physical with a gen-
eral practitioner does today.

The specialists will be in areas of stress release through exercise or diet, if the problem is found
to be in the physical body. If the problem is in the emotional body, the stress release must be
through the arts. One will be sent to a counselor in this area to be set upon a path of controlling
the emotions by any number of methods, one being play acting. If a problem is stemming from
attitudes or past lives, then the counselor sends this one for a regression, or recommends that a
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certain class be taken. In other words, the main counselor gives the initial examination and then
gives the entity a “prescription,” so to speak, and makes an appointment in the department nec-
essary for the entity to get specialized counseling. This will be the method to be used in deter-
mining class placement of individuals when they attend Chrysalis Teaching Centers. These
Centers are discussed in another booklet. Two of the tools a counselor has at his disposal are
astrology and numerology, which are quite well covered in many other works of literature, though
there are many misinterpretations in both of these areas. There are also some misinterpretations
in two other areas. These are reading auras and I Ching, that I would like to touch on at this time.

Auras
Those doing aura readings today are misinterpreting the meaning of the auras when going by the
position of these auras in relationship to their nearness to the physical body. The mental aura is
the one the furthest away from the physical body. The emotional is next in towards the body, and
the physical is closest to the body. This is the aura of physical health, the emotional aura is the
aura of mental health, and the mental aura is the state of spiritual growth. These last two are being
turned around and much trouble will come in this area if this is not corrected, as aura readings are
used for mental and physical health purposes. If one sees green in the aura of the mental, this indi-
cates their standing on the path, not the state of their emotional body. Does this make it more
clear?  A counselor will be much more effective if he is able to see and interpret auras. If not, an
aura reading from a specialist in this field should be high on the counselor’s list as a must.

I Ching
I also want to touch on the fact that those doing I Ching are not doing it right. The positions of
the sticks are being misinterpreted when drawing the patterns. The pattern for the crossed sticks
should be a long straight line, not a short one as being done. This is causing misinterpretation
when this occurs.

Astrology
Today, when one has an astrology chart drawn up, it is some help as to what areas one came in to
work on, but even the goal of the soul is not totally accurate as done now, because of the conflict
of signs. Too much stock put into these charts at this time could show a distorted picture. I’m not
saying don’t use this tool; I’m saying don’t use it to the point of fanaticism. Use, instead, your
own intuition, and if something in the chart does not seem to harmonize with something you feel,
go by your own feelings. Astrology will not be accurate until it drops back to seven signs and
grows forward again along with the rays, the chakras, and the planets, as just discussed. As it is
now, it is like trying to fit a cog with twelve spokes into one with only seven. It will not fit, and
astrology, even though a very useful tool now, does not begin to be the help that it should be. Only
the surface of the field has been scratched. It really will be able to give much more detailed infor-
mation and insight into the goals of the incarnation in the future.

Numerology
Numerology is not as helpful as astrology, and only works on birth names, as these were chosen
before birth to have certain effects on one’s life. When a woman marries and changes her name,
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the effect is lost, and also when children are adopted and the name changed the effect is lost.
Numerology will never apply accurately for those using names different than the original birth
name.

It will be found that when using the celestial (ethereal) name, if known, that the goal of the seed-
core can be learned, not just the goal for one particular incarnation. This is not common knowl-
edge, because not too many are privileged at this time to know their celestial (ethereal) name. I
would suggest having your numerology chart done using your celestial or ethereal name if known,
and see what is discovered.

In numerology, not only is where one was born important, but also knowing how many days
passed before the spirit entered the body is very important, because this can mess up a standard
chart of today. It certainly can throw things off if a birth is early or late, but it is usually seen in
advance if this is going to happen. Sometimes an entity takes too long before entering the body,
and this is what messes it up. If he decides to enter the body before birth and then the birth is early
or late, he is thrown into a different field of influence than he planned. If an exact time of entrance
of the spark can be determined, not only would the astrology chart be more accurate, but also the
numerology chart. Numerology will consider not only the birth name and birth place, but also the
birth date down to the minute. Also, the number of the planets influencing the birth, determined
by the astrological charts, will figure in.

The numbers for the numerology charts are to follow the musical tones. They must be seven as
the astrological signs must be seven, the first seven planets. Study the definition of all things
given in a pattern of seven and this new knowledge will become very clear shortly. At that time,
the new charts for both astrology and numerology will become a reality. These charts will, in turn,
help a person and the counselor in all aspects of that one’s life.

As far as the twelve months on our calendar needing to be brought down to seven, a name com-
bination would be the only acceptable way to approach this. It would not be wise to change our
calendar but it does need to be brought into alignment with seven. There will be a six day cusp
period allowance between each of the seven, three before and three after.

When we said the numerology had to move forward, we meant in the field of science that it falls
under, not in the context of number values. It must take a more prominent place, and astrology a
less prominent place, so that the two become equal. Balance between them is necessary because
they represent the positive and negative, with numerology the positive attitudes and astrology the
negative.

Numerology is not really to be used for finding the goal of your life. It is to be used to show the
areas in which you already have the most strength, so you can draw on these strengths to help in
the weak areas pointed out by the astrological chart. The two charts should go hand in hand. They
should both be done at the same time by the same counselor and interpreted by this same coun-
selor, as one will make the other easier to interpret.
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I believe astrologers should also also study numerology and combine these two aids into one sci-
ence encompassing the total picture of the incarnation. This would be a great benefit in finding
the goals of the incarnation. The whole new system could be called Chartology or Astro-Numero
Chartology, an exciting true look at one’s intentions and plans for growth in any one incarnation.
Graphs should be drawn up at birth by birthing home counselors, and interpreted and re-inter-
preted by counselors every year to guide the child’s education.

The new charts will seem at times like an impossible task because they are very complicated.
There will be three main astrological charts. The first will be for items pertaining to Creation. The
months are numbered from May 27 as number one and on around repeating seven. The days of
the week are numbered starting with Monday as number one. The planets are numbered starting
with the third planet, Mars, as number one, because the first two planets, Orion and Placida, have
moved away from having any influence on planet earth. Earth itself, planet number four, is not
used, as we are on it and it does not affect us in the manner that the other planets used for the
charts do. The fifth planet will be number two, the sixth, number three, and so forth.

The second main chart will be those items pertaining to the concrete earth for the physical body.
These numbers are the seven tones of the scale, starting with C as number one and repeating in
sevens. The third main chart will be items pertaining to mental attitudes for the mental body. This
last will come from the attitude test given in  the booklet titled, “Know Thyself - Pt I.”  A num-
ber from one to seven is given as a grade for each answer and the grades of seven key answers
are totaled and used. The numerology charts will follow the same pattern: those pertaining to cre-
ation; those pertaining to concrete earth; and those pertaining to mental attitudes. As stated before,
there should be three charts for each one chart and then be incorporated into one; then the three
main charts should be blended into one.

The combining of the charts for study by a counselor will clearly show the path to achieve set
goals, by showing what strengths to draw on to achieve the different goals. They will not neces-
sarily need to be overlaid on each other, but the numerology should be detailed in a circle with
the number of the birth-path at the same point as the rising sign in the astrology chart.

The rising sign designates that attitude, or trait, that one needs to learn to control and work with
in this particular lifetime. The birth-path number will show the strengths already learned in pre-
vious lives that will help temper and control the negative traits in the rising sign. The life number
will fall over the mid-heaven point and the same thing will be shown. Your ethereal name num-
ber will fall over your sun sign and lend strength to the weaker qualities of it. Lesser numbers will
be placed over houses they correspond to and show how to improve the quality of those particu-
lar experiences.

When one learns their life number and bases their activities on it, and also learns the position of
their soul in the levels of the earth plane, then their color and number and all will tie into a shape.
This has not been talked of before, except in relationship to the shape of the universe, but each
incarnation has a shape. Think of a graph with birth as 0 and death as 0. The numerology find-
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ings will outline and dictate the shape the graph should be, as far as intake and outgo cycles,
growth and stationary periods, and relationships versus being alone cycles. The astrology charts
then should also be drawn in graph form as far as time period stages in one’s life, because as
charts progress some of the interpretation becomes obsolete.

The new Astro-Numero charts cannot become a reality until a tie-in of numerology and astrolo-
gy is done. This cannot be done until all aspects affecting both charts are brought into line in
groups of seven. The numbers for the numerology charts are to follow the seven musical tones
and the astrological signs must be the first seven planets. When all things are given in a pattern
of seven, the new knowledge will become very clear. At that time, the new charts for both astrol-
ogy and numerology will become a reality. These charts will in turn help, not only individuals,
but also the counselors, working with the individuals.

We need to establish the fact that all things grouped in sevens have a relationship to, and a bear-
ing on, all other things grouped in seven. They all tie together, they are all related, and yes, tie
back in on themselves in a circle. This is the shape of the universe, remember. You should not
envision anything in a straight line, not even the chakras. The head chakra is closely related to the
root chakra when seen in a circle. Charts should be done of all influencing factors, grouped in
seven, drawn in a circle, and superimposed on each other. At that time, an astounding realization
will be made. Perhaps some missing links in the present day teachings will be uncovered.

At the present time all is based on seven energy waves, the harmony of the spheres. Even though
the energy waves are going to change in the future, for the time being we must work with seven.
Even after the change in the energy waves it still will not be as it should, so far as astrology charts
go, for quite some time. The planets that presently have a bearing on the people born on the earth
are going to drop back to seven and work their way back up. This will not be for many, many
years, but it could be approximated now by taking the twelve astrological signs being used now
and dropping off five of them. Using your good common sense, keep the most logical ones, the
ones humanity relates to more. This will allow the astrological houses to tie in with all other
things seven. This will give you a start as far as what it is going to be, but they will not all be
dropped off at once. They’re going to drop back one at a time, first to eleven, then to ten, etc. It’s
going to be a very long process, and astrology is not going to be a secure, true tool for thousands
of years yet.

The reason they are going to do this will probably boggle your mind, but it has to do with the new
universe that is being formed. As it grows and expands, it is going to push aside these planets to
the point where they will not have the energy wave bearing on humans born on earth that they do
now. That new universe is then going to drift off again in a different direction, and these planets
will start coming back, and progress back up to twelve.

The furthest one is being pushed, not exactly away, but off to the side of our universe. Picture a
room full of a line of chairs. That new universe is coming in from an angle, and it is going to push
chair number twelve off to the side of the room. Then, as it grows, it is going to push chair num-
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ber eleven off, then ten and so on, until it gets to planet number seven – Venus.

The positions of these planets, in relationship to the earth, is constantly changing in a little circle,
in its own little field. When they are pushed aside, they are going to be pushed outside of this
field. Please compare it to the infield and outfield of a baseball game. At present they are moving
around the bases in the infield. When the new universe comes pushing through, they will be
pushed into the outfield. Here they may still have a little bit of influence on those on earth, but
not like they’re having now. As they are added back in one at a time, their influence will become
greater.

The effect that these planets have now is in the energy from each planet controlling the life of a
person born on earth when that particular planet is in line with earth. One’s desires, the color he
relates to, anything said about all things that are the same number as that planet will have a bear-
ing on this one’s life. Let’s take planet number one as an example. Planet number one, Orion, is
simply air. This is a very simple example, and one born when planet number one was in effect
would love to be outdoors and feel the wind on him. It’s as simple as that. He would relate to that
aspect of that planet. This is where it gets very complicated, because there is more than one affect-
ing him at that particular time, and there will be different degrees of effectiveness. The degrees
of energy from one will be stronger than another, but the other one may be at a closer range, there-
fore, the weaker one is actually the stronger at that particular time. A chart like that is very, very
complicated.

A simulated astrological chart needs to be drawn with only seven houses and laid on top of one
with twelve. By holding one on top of the other you will find which houses could be eliminated
and which ones could be drawn into the seven. It really is going to be difficult, as some planets
are ruling two houses.

As this new universe then reaches its full growth and has pushed aside number eight, it is going
to start drifting, and these planets are going to start coming back. They will progress back up to
twelve again. By that time everything else will have evolved to twelve, even the chakras.

When it all started there was only one chakra, and then two; and they have been added as human-
ity evolved. The next one will be the chakra center in the ears. This will be added when the eighth
planet comes back. That is when the ear chakra will become effective in humans. Then, when the
ninth planet comes back, the ninth chakra will be added. I don’t know what it is going to be. I
don’t think anybody knows, yet, as the evolution of the human form is constantly being changed
by man himself. The ear chakra, the eighth one, will be added perhaps three hundred years into
the future, and anything given about the eighth planet, the eighth color, etc. will apply to that
chakra.

Yes, animals have chakras also, and also plants and minerals but not as many. Chakras are ener-
gy centers. This is why crystals need to have faceting, to expose and enhance the energy of their
chakras. Crystals have one main chakra, and the faceting gives them more, but they should not
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have more than three chakras, three points of power, as the Botanical Kingdom has three chakras,
three energy centers, and the Mineral Kingdom cannot go past that. The Animal part of the
Biological Kingdom has five and the Human part of the Biological Kingdom has seven.

The rays will tie in as will the colors also tie in, not only with the planets, but also with the
chakras. The colors for healing will match the area in which a certain disease is centered in rela-
tion to physical organs, which are as the planets in our personal universe. If one injures his head,
a physical wound, the color of violet or white will heal it faster. If one injures the end of their
spine, the color of red will do the job, either externally or internally applied or mentally envi-
sioned, depending on whether it is an external injury or an internal disease, or a misplacement of
energy, as is the case in mental disorders.

As the chakras will eventually be heading for twelve, there will also be twelve colors, but they
will be blends of colors of the seven chakras given at this time. In other words, an area between
the fourth and fifth chakra would respond to the color aqua.

The tie-in of numerology and astrology cannot be done correctly at present, as the date of our cal-
endars is not accurate. The months must become seven, which then changes birth dates. As stat-
ed in “Truths of Man’s Divine Heritage,” Volume One, the correct date of the birth of Jesus was
May 27, AD 2 at 6:13 PM, which is what should be considered as BC O, AD O, to start our cal-
endar correctly. As far as the months on our calendar of sevens go, a name combination would be
the only acceptable way to approach this, as it is not wise to change our calendar, only bring the
chart into alignment with seven. There will be a six day cusp period allowance between each of
the seven, three before and three after.

One more thing that needs to be remembered; the kingdoms will be seven eventually. There are
presently four, soon to be five, when the Prismatical Kingdom is reached. There will be two more
to be attained past that. The seven kingdoms are: Elemental, Mineral, Botanical, Biological,
Prismatical), Atmospherical and Astronomical. The use of seven kingdoms will show the way
much more clearly. They can be used this way on our seven’s charts, but we can only use five
signs: Earth, Air, Water, Fire, and Spirit. The other two will be Ascension and Perfection. These
two are a long way down the path into the future.

The seven Sons of God are the influencing factors of seven universes. One is at a stronger influ-
ence on the earth at one time than another because of the rhythm of the universe. Therefore, the
influence of one universal son will be in effect for one year and have had a bearing on the birth;
and every seven years will be having an influence as to the cells of that body renewing them-
selves. Therefore, each seven year cycle will be an excellent time for undertaking new begin-
nings. As just stated, each son’s trait will influence the individual’s behavior for a year at a time.

I will give these influencing factors as determined by the Creator Gods of our solar system. This
influence is in determining the ease of attaining spiritual growth. With the first one, there will be
a tendency to withdraw from all things spiritually organized, and to study and contemplate alone.
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Any born under this sign will always progress faster alone. The second one will be an essence of
ease in attaining spiritual overviews and relating them to all others. The third will make any born
under this sign eager to jump in and explore the most off-beat paths of spiritual thought. The
fourth will not have much curiosity about any other trends of spiritual thought than his own. He
will not force his on others and will not allow others to do this to him. The fifth is one who des-
ignates the path for all those around him. He is very obnoxious at times, trying to direct others,
but his heart is in the right place. The sixth will be very evasive and secretive about his beliefs,
and they will always be colored just a bit by superstition. The seventh will have an outward going
acceptance of his divine quality, shown at all times to all people. These qualities have always had
influence, but in the past, the astrology charts have been drawn up relating more to materialistic
things rather than spiritual.

There are forty-nine universes in the megathon universe and the new one coming in, the eighth
one being formed in our universe, will up the number to 50. Eventually there will be fifty-two.

The Gods in Greek mythology were the lords over the different planets. There is more truth in
Greek mythology as far as our history and roots go than there is in the Bible. I would suggest a
study of this subject as being a great aid when doing astrology charts, and also when trying to
understand humanities'’ path in that time period.

The spirits of the lord over each different planet will have a shorter effect than those of the uni-
verses, approximately fifty-two days. Earth is actually the seventh universe in the mega-universe
and earth’s son is Lucifer. These seven sons, (suns), have much more influence than previously
thought. Since Lucifer is the prodigal son in the Biblical story, we do not have his influence in
our astrological charts as those in other universes would have. But he is back in his Father’s house
and determined to put his own house in order, the seventh universe.

The houses of the astrological charts will combine lessons so that all now present will not be lost,
even though they have not been right. Using May 27th as the start, the first house will be lessons
in will power, strength and determination. The second is family relationships and children, the
third is in the area of communication and getting along with all others, the fourth house is in
karmic debts, the fifth is in the ability to be a success in physical life experiences, such as jobs,
the sixth is in the use or misuse of psychic ability, and the seventh is in the area of seeing intelli-
gently, without illusion, the reality of relationships with all kingdoms. They will all involve more
areas, but this will be sufficient for now.

An Example For Using Groups Of Sevens As Guidelines
Applying to the Tones of C and C#,Db The first two musical tones of C and C#,Db will be influ-
enced in their actions and expressions by the first of each of these groups of seven as follows:

THOSE BROUGHT INTO BEING BY THE MACRO UNIVERSE

The first chakra, the root chakra or Kundalini applying to the Physical Body: The chakras
8
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are energy centers, storehouses for the vibrating atoms. The root chakra was the first bundle of
energy to be embodied in a manifested form in physical matter. It is not needed at our present
stage of evolution and has been sealed over. (Relate this to the first two dimensions (tones C and
C#,Db) being closed off and no contact with them is available.) The Kundalini is a very danger-
ous chakra. It was necessary in the early life forms as the total being was centered in the
Kundalini for the life giving properties and energies. It has grown with evolution and it is now a
huge center of fire. It is very dangerous for any now to open it, although some do accidentally (or
even purposely) open it and have much trouble. Some even burn themselves up. (Relate this to
the dangers present for any who contact the first two dimensions of the astral plane accidentally.) 

The first ray applying to the Emotional Body: The first group of sparks that were sent down
by Creator God Michael is considered the first ray. They were told to be bold and brave and in
control at all times and that they had to make a place for themselves in an unfriendly, uninhabit-
ed world. They were the pioneers, the forgers of the path for those who would come after. They
had to tear down any barricades to their entrance and destroy anything that stood in their way or
tried to keep them from taking up residence there. They had to be very strong, forceful and bold. 

The first kingdom applying to the Mental Body: The first kingdom is the Elemental Kingdom.
The Elemental Kingdom came into being with much difficulty. There was a problem with planet
earth at its birth. There were continuous explosions accompanying the birth of the planet. The
gases were expanding in a way that was not normal as they were receiving too much nutrition
from the birth hole which did not close over properly. The gases that were present after the explo-
sions were inert. They stayed contained in their own cloud, if you will. There was a possibility of
each of these clouds of gas creating their own manifestation in matter but this did not happen as
they continued to expand within their own cloud. Had they not been still receiving nourishment
from the birth hole of creation, they would have contracted in size and formed individual small
bodies around the earth and our planet would have had seven moons instead of one. The one moon
we do have was the solidification of the first gas. When the next cataclysmic action of the earth,
the shattering of the hardened land mass, took place, the active gases were spewed into the atmos-
phere from the depths of the planet. The first gases, the inert gases, came up from the birth hole
of creation that gave birth to the planet; the second group of gases came up from the depths of the
earth as the land mass broke apart in a cataclysmic action. These gases were active enough to pen-
etrate the inert gases to the degree that broke their expansion pattern. These active gases mixed
with bits of matter from the original explosion because they spewed so high when the land
cracked apart. 

The first gift applying to the Spiritual Body: The first gift is reincarnation. The process
involved needs to be thoroughly understood by humanity. We need to have lesson after lesson to
perfect ourselves. One lifetime hardly scratches the surface of the experiences we need to have.
This is the only way for our soul to grow and evolve so we can move to the next realm of exis-
tence. The soul can never be destroyed. It can be held back, as a child in school can be held back
from progressing and be made to start over and work its way back up on a different planet. If this
happens the soul would have to enter the body of an animal of the cave-man type of mentality and
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build a conscience in each and every form he takes on. It is the building of this conscience in each
life that allows the soul to evolve. All of humanity must gain this conscience. Any soul that does
not do his share of raising the consciousness will not progress. As the soul returns to the inner
planes after each lifetime, it brings concepts it has formed in that lifetime and presents them to a
panel that evaluates them. What is unacceptable is used as the basis for the next incarnation. The
soul will then reincarnate and strive to prove the concept, change it so it is acceptable, or under-
stand why it is disapproved of. At the end of this incarnation it will once again present the con-
cept to the panel of evaluators to accept or reject. This process is used throughout our total evo-
lutionary journey.

The first science applying to the overall goal: The first science is Chemistry. It is related and
intertwined with the Mineral Kingdom. It will be advanced and enhanced through the use of the
Science of Music. It not only assures us that there are undiscovered minerals and untapped ener-
gy sources, but also enables us to be able to find and take advantage of these additions. There is
an untapped energy source that is a result of the creation of the earth and is layered above the
earth. It is discernible by music as it gives off its own song to instruments that will be invented
to hear it. The means of how and where to tap into it involves a system of grid lines around the
planet. Through this grid system we will be able to tap into the chemical elements coming from
behind the sun’s rays and gases. 

The first comparison to grade school applying to the Physical Body: We are going to present
these guidelines in the framework of relating them to the first seven grades of elementary school.
First grade is learning to leave home, to be away from the parenting influence. This is a frighten-
ing experience to most people. Yes, this can be related to those leaving the church teachings, those
comforting, homey teachings and coming under a teacher they have never known before. But just
like a child entering the first grade, a great big wide, wonderful world begins to open up for them
and they realize that this new teacher, although much more disciplined than the parents were, is
still kind and does not undermine the teachings given the child by the parents. The parents still
have final authority for the child, until the child is old enough to decide for himself whether he
wants to progress on and learn to read more of those exciting books and do more than just print-
ing his name and learning a few numbers or do singsong chanting of little poems and songs. This
craving for further knowledge is, remember, the first thing that is looked for to begin to further
that “child’s” education and awareness. 

The first art applying to the Emotional Body: The first art that we want to consider is dance.
Dancing is a natural expression for the physical body. One needs to have no formalized training
to express through dance although, as with all art, extra training (similar to the honing of crystals)
will release the expression of the Creator seven-fold. Dance has healing properties that are not
available through any of the other arts, because of the involvement of all parts of the body. The
rhythm of the dance is soothing massage for the internal organs allowing them to relax and reduc-
ing the stress on them. It stretches all muscles which in turn cradle the bone structure more easi-
ly as though oiling the joints. Dance, at the same time feeds the emotional body by allowing free
expression of the soul, a releasing of emotional tension that is very beneficial to the total well-
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being of the person. Dance can enter the mental realm when it is set to the structure of interpret-
ing a musical composition. The different movements then need to have careful planning and cal-
culations bringing the mind into play so the dance fits the composition. Dance is also very spiri-
tual when it expresses the elements of nature through such movements as wind, fire, storms, or
even volcanic eruptions. 

The first guideline for the true path as applied to the Mental Body: The path of true light is
one that none know. Ie will try to explain it through these guidelines. There is nothing to compare
it to as none have taken this true path yet. It is truly uncharted waters for humanity. The best way
to explain it would be as “Separation with Endowment.” (At original creation we were all sepa-
rated and started out on our journey as equals.) The first guideline for this path is that all must
realize that they are their own university. When the channel is reached inside each one they will
no longer need to have any other to find the truth for them as each individual will be as his own
university. He will find answers inside himself for that which will be as truth for him. None
attends their own university when they sit in a church if this beam of spirit has not been contact-
ed inside their own being. They are attending the university of the leader of the church. This is a
concept that is difficult for humanity to understand. They are laboring under a false belief that the
church can do for them what, in truth, they must accomplish themselves. The church should serve
as a graduate school for the individual universities (individuals). 

The first spiritual tendency as applied to the Spiritual Body: The first crack in the cocoon of
each is the most important, as this must take place before any other steps can follow. It takes dif-
ferent forms for some than others. In some it is precipitated by an accident to the physical body.
In others it is brought on quickly by a mental blow of some sort, a divorce, loss of a loved one,
loss of a job, betrayal by a friend, etc. It others it is a long slow process of deterioration, not only
of the physical body, but also of the mental boredom that triggers the crack in the cocoon as a life-
saving maneuver, instigated by the entities’ own soul. This first step has no other duty but is the
most important, and causes the tendency for those working on either of the first two tones, C and
C#,Db to be to withdraw from all things spiritually organized and study and contemplate alone. 

The first of the Seven Virtues as applied to the Overall Goal: The first of the seven virtues that
needs to be worked with is truth, as truth must be present or nothing else will fall into place. This
virtue of truth is one that needs to be looked at very closely. The world would be a shambles if
people spoke what they consider the truth as far as their understanding of that word. The word
truth has an entirely different meaning on the higher planes. It is not of the personality level at all,
but must be only from the soul level. Any fact that deals with something in the material world
should not be termed a truth with a capital T because facts pertaining to the material world can
and do change. On the other hand, the truth as applied to spiritual ideas cannot be changed, but
can be open to expansion. Do you understand the difference? The concrete facts, as applied to
material things can and probably will be altered but the basic hard facts applying to spiritual val-
ues cannot be changed although a person’s understanding of them can grow and expand. 

The first test of growth as applied to the Physical Body: The individual must be able to con-
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tact the center of his being as self-regression. In other words, if one has a very strong feeling about
a certain locality or individual, he should focus on it for meditation purposes for a period of
approximately one month. At this time, if the incarnation was one that it was planned to have help
you in this lifetime, then it will come forward. If it was not planned to be used as a strength, then
your soul will not allow it to come forward. If you do reach memories of a previous incarnation
then all care should be taken to compare those memories with circumstances of the present life
and figure out how the previous incarnation can help the present. 

The first guideline for daily life as applied to the Emotional Body: The first guideline for
achieving emotional balance in living your daily life is that of becoming more in tune with your
inner belief system as far as your own idea of your Creator. You should not look to others for their
interpretation of the Creator. It is acceptable to read other’s thoughts on the subject, but take these
thoughts and modify and rework them until they feel right to you. This would be as forming the
foundation for your spiritual beliefs which will give you a secure emotional body with which to
tackle all problems in living your daily life. 

The first new concept as applied to the Mental Body: The first new age concept that needs to
be studied and understood is energy use on all levels. Energy is used on the physical level which
comes from proper nutrition and exercise. Energy is used on the emotional level to express your
feelings about all situations. Energy use in the mental realm is thus far concentrated on solving
problems of all kinds. One of the main areas that needs to have further research and study is that
of applying mental thought or energy to many different situations. This can be progressed much
further than now being done. Energy is used on the spiritual level for contacting your inner being
and for meditation and communion with your Creator. On a larger level, energy is being used in
the form of solar energy. This is the second most important area of research and development as
far as energy use is concerned. A third area that needs to be explored is that of incorporating psy-
chic energy correctly into all the other energy uses. Life is, after all, made up of the use or mis-
use of energy on all levels of beingness. 

The first stage of meditation as applied to the Spiritual Body: For the beginner, meditation
should be just sitting quietly and listening to the little voice within you, and a period of reflection
before you drop off to sleep. This would be for reviewing the day’s events and pondering on what
actions you engaged in that caused problems or what actions others took that triggered an unfa-
vorable reaction in you. Then when you go to the inner planes, (go to sleep), you will receive illu-
mination on the subject. The next morning then, during meditation, this illumination should come
forward if you are truly sitting in silence listening for the God Within. This is one step that all
seekers and searchers should begin practicing right now, not only the period of silent meditation
in the morning, but also this review or reflection of the day’s events before retiring for the
evening. 

The first stage of progress of inner attunement as applied to the Overall Goal: To be psychic
is a natural state for humanity. What one does with this ability is what determines their stage of
growth for that lifetime. They can use it for the good of others or they can misuse it in the area of
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materialism. Using it for good would be considered “white magic” and using it for evil would be
considered “black magic.” The same gifts and powers are involved, the difference is in motiva-
tion. The first stage reached would be considered the stage of mediumship. This can take the form
of doing readings for others. Sometimes the medium goes into a trance and an entity on the inner
planes uses the medium’s vocal chords to bring messages through, usually from the astral plane.
The information is of low quality and usually is just concerned with personal messages. The same
thing is true if the individual just uses this ability for himself. The first stage is still considered
mediumship and holds the same problems, that of information from the astral plane. One must
use great discretion and discernment when receiving messages this way, through writing or speak-
ing. Much care needs to be taken to listen only to what makes common sense to you whether
doing the reading for yourself or having another do a reading for you.
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Following are the lists of things noted in sevens, first the overall list of all things seven, then the
seven individual lists marking with XX the names I do not know or understand the meaning of.
The reader may want to experiment by putting these lists into circular form, thereby gaining a bet-
ter idea of what is being discussed as far as understanding relationships between all things seven.

Overview List Of Charts Of Seven

CREATION (Affecting our Beginnings)
1. 7 Black Holes Progressing
2. 7 Sons of God
3. 7 Universes
4. 7 Galaxies
5. 7 Solar Systems
6. 7 Planets
7. 7 Satellites

PHYSICAL (Affecting our Life on Earth)
1. 7 Waves of Help (7 days of creation Biblically speaking)
2. 7 Continents (7 present-day energy centers)
3. 7 Mineral Kingdom Divisions
4. 7 Vegetable Kingdom Divisions
5. 7 Animal Kingdom Divisions
6. 7 Human Kingdom Divisions
7. 7 Root Races

EMOTIONAL (Affecting our Way of Expressing)
1. 7 Months
2. 7 Days of Week
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Charts of Seven

Present time 

2001 AD



3. 7 Chakras
4. 7 Colors
5. 7 Gemstones
6. 7 Musical Tones
7. 7 Precious Gifts (from our Creator)

MENTAL (Affecting our Attitudes)
1. 7 Guidelines for Beginners
2. 7 Astrological Houses
3. 7 Attitude Test Scores
4. 7 Bad Attitudes
5. 7 Virtues
6. 7 New Concepts
7. 7 Stages of Man

SPIRITUAL (Affecting our Spiritual Growth)
1. 7 Rays
2. 7 Seals of Revelation
3. 7 Rules for Code  of Ethics for Planetary Citizen
4. 7 Divine Kingdoms
5. 7 Imperial Kingdoms
6. 7 Christed Kingdoms
7. 7 Black Holes Retreating

#l Kundalini - Root Chakra - (Africa-tribal)
Creation - (Beginning)
l. Black Hole Progressing XX
2. Son of God Michael
3. Universe XX
4   Galaxy XX
5. Solar System XX
6. Planet Universal Name, Orion - Earth Name, Orion
7. Satellite XX

Physical - (Earth)
l. Ray - (Wave of Help) Will or poser
2. Continent XX
3. Root Race XX
4. Mineral Kingdom Div Anthracitic - able to burn without a flame, burns slowly and with
great heat.
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5. Vegetable Kingdom Div Tuber - Rounded thickening of a subterranean stem or
shoot.
6. Animal Kingdom Div Amphibious  - Living on land and water or of a two-fold nature
7. Human Kingdom Div Bisexual - of both sexes

Emotional - (Expression)
l. Month XX
2. Day Monday
3. Gemstone Ruby
4. Musical Tone C - Clear bell-like ringing tones - a positive feeling
stating truth.
5. Color Red
6. Vibration Circular vibrating pattern
7. Chakra Tendency XX

Mental - (Attitudes)
l. Stages of Man Baby - Bewildered, determined to survive (infancy)
2. Astrological House Will power, strength & determination
3. Bad attitude Selfishness
4. Guideline If you don’t know it, you’re not ready for it.
5. Gift Reincarnation
6. Virtue Truth
7. Concept Energy use

Spiritual - (Growth)
1. Revelation in BibleConqueror - (vegetation struck)
2. Universal tendency To withdraw from all spiritual organization and study and contemplate
alone.
3. Planetary Citizen Rule Never harm anyone physically or emotionally.
4. Divine Kingdom Div Christed
5. Imperial Kingdom Div XX
6. Christed Kingdom Div XX
7. Black hole retreating XX

#2 - Sacral Plexus - (China-Buddhist))
Creation (Beginning)
l. Black hole progressing XX
2. Son of God Dareval
3. Universe XX
4. Galaxy XX
5. Solar System XX
6. Planet Universal name, Placida - Earth name, Jupiter
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7. Satellite XX

Physical - (Earth)
l. Ray - (Wave of Help) Love - Wisdom
2. Continent XX
3. Root Race XX
4. Mineral Kingdom Div Indigeus - originating in particular region - natural
5. Vegetable Kingdom Div Metagraphic (metagenesic) - reproduces asexually by
budding
6. Animal Kingdom Div Aviary - Warm-blooded
7. Human Kingdom Div Cro-magnum - Prehistoric European race - forerunner
of modern man

Emotional - (Expression)
l. Month XX
2. Day Tuesday
3. Gemstone XX
4. Musical Tone D - Clear, pure, round tones of wonderment & awe &
questioning.
5. Color Orange
6. Vibration Dull, flat vibration.
7. Chakra Tendency Will most likely shade every and all opinions sexually.

Mental - (Attitudes)
l. Stage of Man Toddler - Frustrated, leans to talk (childhood)
2. Astrological House Family Relationships & children
3. Bad attitude Narrow mindedness
4. Guideline Experience is the best teacher
5. Gift Free will
6. Virtue Kindness
7. New concept Group Consciousness

Spiritual - (Growth)
l. Universal Tendency Ease in attaining spiritual overviews & relating them to others.
2. Revelation in BibleConflict on Earth (sea-struck)
3. Planetary Citizen Rule Bear All wounds given by others, physical & emotion-
al, in silence
4. Divine Kingdom Div Angelic
5. Imperial Kingdom Div XX
6. Christed Kingdom Div XX
7. Black hole retreating XX
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#3 - Solar Plexus (Europe-Hebrew)
Creation - (Beginning)
l. Black hole progressing XX
2. Son of God Phillippe
3. Universe XX
4. Galaxy XX
5. Solar System XX
6. Planet Universal Name, Mars - Earth Name, Mars
7. Satellite XX

Physical - (Earth)
l. Ray - (Wave of Help) Higher Mind
2. Continent XX
3. Root Race XX
4. Mineral Kingdom Div Pedantic - Fundamental Aspects of Soil Science - genesis/classifi-
cation of soil.
5. Vegetable Kingdom Div Placentic - Part of ovary of flowering plants which bears the
ovules.
6. Animal Kingdom Div Bi-Cuspid - Having two sets of teeth.
7. Human Kingdom Div Homo-sapien - Modern Man

Emotional - (Expression)
l. Month XX
2. Day Wednesday
3. Gemstone Topaz
4. Musical Tone E - Sit down, plodding, strong, heavy, definite, no doubt about it
feeling
5. Color Yellow
6. Vibration Piercing, pointed vibration
7. Chakra Tendency Will slant everything to ESP - (“I sense he is thinking this way
etc.”)

Mental - (Attitudes)
l. Stage of Man Student - Fears and idol worship - (student)
2. Astrological House Communication & getting along with others
3. Bad attitude Resentment
4. Guideline You cannot lean on or judge others - independence
5. Gift Precocious intent
6. Virtue Love
7. New Concept God Within

Spiritual - (Growth)
l. Universal Tendency Jump in & explore the most off-beat paths of spiritual path.
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2. Revelation in BibleScarcity on Earth (waters)
3. Planetary Citizen Rule Bear any wound, intentional or unintentional in
silence.
4. Divine Kingdom Div Arc-Angelic
5. Imperial Kingdom Div XX
6. Christed Kingdom Div XX
7. Black Hole Retreating XX

# 4 - Heart Chakra - North America-Protestant
Creation - (Beginning)

l. Black hole progressing XX
2. Son of God Arthur
3. Universe XX
4. Galaxy XX
5. Solar System XX
6. Planet Universal Name, Urantia - Earth name, Earth
7. Satellite XX

Physical - (Earth)
l. Ray - (Wave of Help) Harmony through conflict
2. Continent XX
3. Root Race XX
4. Mineral Kingdom Div Steneous - Variety of Colors
5. Vegetable Kingdom Div Vine/Climbing Plant with slender stem - trails, creeps on ground
or climbs.
6. Animal Kingdom Div Cloven Hoofed - Having Split Hooves
7. Human Kingdom Div Transmigrating - one place to another/pass to another body as soul
at death.

Emotional - (Expression)
l. Month XX
2. Day Thursday
3. Gemstone Emerald
4. Musical tone F - Earthy quality - deep, round, strong, slightly heavy
sounds
5. Color Green
6. Vibration Spreading effect
7. Chakra Tendency Become emotional situations whether they have any bearing on
him or not.

Mental - (Attitudes)
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l. Stage of Man Marriage -sexual exploration, (lover)
2. Astrological House Karmic debts
3. Bad attitude Prejudice
4. Guideline It is all within you
5. Gift Prophets
6. Virtue Freedom
7. New Concept Forgiveness Divine

Spiritual - (Growth)
l. Universal Tendency Into own spiritual thought-will not force on others.
2. Revelation in Bible Widespread Death on Earth (heavens)
3. Planetary citizen Rule Visit or help one other planet in galaxy
4. Divine Kingdom Div Devic
5. Imperial Kingdom Div XX
6. Christed Kingdom Div XX
7. Black hole retreating XX

#5 Throat Chakra - (South America-Catholic)
Creation - (Beginning)
1. Black Hole Progressing XX
2. Son of God Bestian
3. Universe XX
4. Galaxy XX
5. Solar System XX
6. Planet Universal Name, Saturn - Earth Name, Saturn
7. Satellite XX

Physical - (Earth)
1. Ray - (Wave of help) Lower Mind
2. Continent XX
3. Root Race XX
4. Mineral Kingdom Div Hermorphous - Combining two opposite qualities
5. Vegetable Kingdom Div Metagraphic - Reproduces asexually by budding
6. Animal Kingdom Div Antlered - Decorated with antlers
7. Human Kingdom Div Transfigured - To change outward form or appearance or to make
glorious.

Emotional - (Expression)
l. Month XX
2. Day Friday
3. Gemstone Sapphire
4. Musical Tone G-Light-delicate-ethereal-soft floating-echoing sounds like tiny
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seed pearls.
5. Color Blue
6. Vibration Least vibration for healing-weak vibrations-gentle,
soothing
7. Chakra Tendency Will try to talk everyone down with his own opinion.

Mental - (Attitudes)
1. Stages of Man Parenthood - Accepts Responsibility - (Soldier)
2. Astrological House Ability to be a success in physical life experiences such as
jobs.
3. Bad attitude Judging
4. Guideline A new cycle should begin when it’s time.
5. Gift Divine Intervention
6. Virtue Compassion
7. New Concept Christ Consciousness

Spiritual - (Growth)
l. Revelation in Bible Cry of the Martyrs (locusts from bottomless pit.)
2. Universal tendency Designates path to all around him, obnoxious at times trying to direct
others
3. Planetary Citizen Rule       Serve on board of control of city-state for one term
4. Divine kingdom Div Anthangelic
5. Imperial Kingdom Div XX
6. Christed Kingdom Div XX
7. Black Hole retreating XX

#6 - Third Eye - (Antarctica-New Age-none
Creation - (Beginning)
1. Black Hole Progressing XX
2. Son of God Charles
3. Universe XX
4. Galaxy XX
5. Solar System XX
6. Planet Universal Name, Sirion - Earth Name, Sirius
7. Satellite XX

Physical - (Earth)
1. Ray - (Wave of Help) Devotion
2. Continent XX
3. Root Race XX
4. Mineral Kingdom Div Sedantic - deposited and settled in water
5. Vegetable Kingdom Div Sedantic - Deposited-settled in water/approach the end of vigor,
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usefulness.
6. Animal Kingdom Div Double-stomached - to have the alimentary canal divided into two
sections.
7. Human Kingdom Div Simion (simian)

Emotional - (Expression)
1. Month XX
2. Day Saturday
3. Gemstone XX
4. Musical Tone A - Humorous-playful-upbeat-happy-swinging-sliding tones-trees
in breeze
5. Color Pink (Dark Pink-magenta)
6. Vibration Thin Delicate Streaks
7. Chakra Tendency XX

Mental - (Attitudes)
1. Stages of Man Grandparent - Spurts of Progress (justice)
2. Astrological House Use or Misuse of psychic ability
3. Bad attitude Manipulation
4. Guideline No two people are alike - Individuality
5. Gift Karma
6. Virtue Diplomacy
7. New Concept Love Divine

Spiritual - (Growth)
1. Revelation in BibleDisturbances - Sealed of Israel (angels from Eurphrates)
2. Universal tendency Evasive, secretive about beliefs - always be colored just a bit by supersti-
tion.
3. Planetary Citizen Rule Give original gift in any form to citizens of galaxy
4. Divine Kingdom Div Simion (simian)
5. Imperial Kingdom Div XX
6. Christed Kingdom Div XX
7. Black hole retreating XX

#7 - Crown Chakra - (Australia - New Age)
Creation - (Beginning)
1. Black Hole Progressing XX
2. Son of God Franklin
3. Universe XX
4. Galaxy XX
5. Solar System XX
6. Planet Universal Name, Venus - Earth name, Venus
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7. Satellite XX

Physical - (Earth)
1. Ray - (Wave of Help) Ceremonial Order of Magic
2. Continent XX
3. Root Race XX
4. Mineral Kingdom Div Anthromorphus (Anthropomorphosis) - Transformation into
human form
5. Vegetable Kingdom Div Carnenvous (Carious) - Decayed
6. Animal Kingdom Div Heavy-Furred-coated with morbid matter on the tongue or heavy
fur on skin.
7. Human Kingdom Div Reunite

Emotional - (Expression)
1. Month XX
2. Day Sunday
3. Gemstone Amethyst or Diamond
4. Musical Tone B - Dignified, majestic powerful tones.
5. Color Purple or white
6. Vibration Very forceful
7. Chakra Tendency Will come up with the deepest, purest, Truth about any and all sit-
uations.

Mental - (Attitudes)
1. Stages of Man Senility - Periods of Darkness (old age)
2. Astrological House See intelligently, no illusion, the reality of relationships with all king-
doms.
3. Bad attitude Pride
4. Guideline Previous learnings cannot be accepted as absolute.
5. Gift Universal law
6. Virtue Impersonality
7. New Concept One with God

Spiritual - (Growth)
1. Revelation in BiblePrelude of 7 trumpets (Kingdom Proclaimed)
2. Universal Tendency Acceptance of his true divine quality shown at all time to all peo-
ple.
3. Planetary Citizen Rule Spend time in meditation with own soul every day.
4. Divine Kingdom Div Theotric
5. Imperial Kingdom Div XX
6. Christed Kingdom Div XX
7. Black hole retreating XX
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When a counselor has charted a total tapestry of an individual’s path there will be different lay-
ers with injections of a growth medium between stages that will show for each lifetime. I’m talk-
ing of a different weaving for each individual lifetime. The seedcore, where deeds are stored
under the ethereal name, has its over-all tapestry also.

A bar graph is simply an outline of how good or bad your previous seven lives have shaped up,
with a grading system used from one to ten. This information cannot readily be available, but it
can be approximated by using the over-all score on the attitude test given in the booklet, “Know
Yourself - Pt I,” and drawing a bar graph to match, or dividing the test into seven sections and
using the seven scores. The progressively harder questions would be for the most recent lifetimes
and working backwards to the most simple questions for the earliest lifetime of the seven. These
would be placed on the chart with the most recent lifetime score over the soul ray number. The
questions in the section that covers the personality ray would, or should, reflect flaws in the think-
ing and attitudes in the personality. The ones for the soul section will show attitudes in which the
soul has lessons to learn.

This attitude quotient test will also have a tie-in with the new astro-numero chart. All things per-
taining to birthdate and birthplace plus rays, plus the answers to certain questions on the test tie
together. There are seven answers on the attitude test that should be looked at with the astrology
houses in mind and then charted with numerology. It will all tie-in to form a picture of the goals
charted and the goals accomplished and make the unfinished business stand out glaringly in any
chart.

Yes, those seven answers will tell you far more than you will ever believe, but the one taking the
test must not know this. This is very important. The same questions were put to the entity while
choosing his pattern for this incarnation. The answers then helped him choose certain personali-
ty traits that he thought would help him accomplish these goals. (Anyone wanting to use this
information in the field of counseling can obtain the numbers of these seven questions by con-
tacting me.)

Biorhythms
When finished, the chart will show a picture of the progress of your half of the divine spark and
will show your goals for this life, and also your path for the next try. It will also break down into
daily guidelines, if this is needed or wanted. Biorhythms can be charted for each individual daily
if they desire to do so. All things must work out rhythmically, remember. If they do not prove out
mathematically, there is something wrong with the calculations. There is a formula used on the
inner planes for calculating a steady, forward path in the birthing rooms. When this formula,
found in the Science of Music, is used, it provides natural evolution. 

Knowing the formulas used on this side will help chart the goals on that side. First the seedcore
records are checked and the past life formula is pulled out and looked at. Then the past life is
reviewed and the determination is made of goals to be set. At this point the over-all seedcore path
is looked at again to determine the rate of progress. There is a running percentage of goals met
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that has been kept on the seedcore chart. This is averaged out and a growth median is established
which determines the formula to be used when charting the next classroom experience. 

Geometry can, and does, tie in and help as the basis of proving the formula given that was used
in the birthing computer room. Any theory that geometry can prove can be used to prove bio-
rhythm charts. Biorhythms were used extensively as a daily action guide by those in positions of
authority in ancient times. This is why geometry was studied in the past, and perhaps should be
studied again, in connection with numerology. It does help in that it shows what days will not be
good for decision making due to high emotional levels. Perhaps it would be well to use bio-
rhythms again extensively.

Meteorhythms
Weather patterns do not affect biorhythms, just the opposite. Biorhythms can be figured for a par-
ticular city or state, or even area, to predict weather patterns. This will be a science in its own right
in the future, and is much too complicated to go into now as it encompasses latitude and longi-
tude, the distances from poles and the equator – how many degrees, etc. This is the field where
plane geometry and also trigonometry will help more than in numerology. This new science will
be called Meteorhythms. The recent storms were all predictable for the past year of our time. The
almanacs are doing this, but are not scientifically accurate, as many factors are figured into this
science including population figures, bodies of water, forest, terrain, etc. This field will become
very important in agriculture, and of course in travel.

Phylogeny Is The Study Of Tracing The Individual Seedcore
Many are the times the seeker will weary of the path, but he must persevere, sometimes against
what seems like all odds. When this happens, it is well to look at where humanity has progressed
from, and realize the enormous strides forward in growth and evolution he has taken.

The same can be done for each individual seedcore. His progress has been recorded from the
beginning of the explosion, when the bolt of lightning hit earth and shattered. The study of trac-
ing the path of the seedcore is called Phylogeny. This is the study and tracing of anything through
its evolution. This will be a complicated science that will be developed going into the future. It
will also be a great tool in the counselor’s hands.

As just stated, this will be a complicated science, but well worth the information gained by a read-
ing of this kind. It is an attitude evaluation that will show the progress made by the seedcore in
different areas, and at the same time, zero in on what weak areas need to be worked on. The atti-
tude quotient test given in the Chrysalis Teachings booklet, “Know Yourself - Pt I”, will not only
be used in the new Astro-Numero Charts, as previously discussed, but will also be the key to this
new science. This is a complex method of charting the attitudes on a complicated chart. It is on
the order of our I.Q. tests today, but will deal with attitude quotients not intelligence quotients,
therefore, it is called an A.Q. test. The scoring of the test will be the most important part of deter-
mining the path, and the scoring will not be cut and dried, black and white. It will be complicat-
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ed.

It will not be an easy test to take, when used for Phylogeny purposes, as one will constantly be
thinking about what the correct answer should be, as far as society goes, and not what the entity
himself really feels. For this reason, when using the test for this purpose, the entity will be taken
to a different state of mind, similar to that used in regressions, but a little higher level. This will
reach the seedcore and be able to sustain the pure truth that will come out of the entity at this
time. It will not reach any one life in particular – it will reach the seedcore between the present
life and the previous one. The evaluation of the Phylogeny questions will pertain to the whole
path the seedcore has traveled.

It is to be compared to a regression of the seedcore itself, and will involve a double stage of enter-
ing the entity into this state. The first stage will be regressing him back through the present life
to birth and before. It must be done this way to establish the backward tracking pattern. Once he
has reached this state of being on the inner planes, he will then be taken very rapidly back to the
beginning of existence on the physical earth plane and can, if desired, be regressed to the ethere-
al earth plane and before. This will not benefit an entity much, but could be done, if desired, as
an experiment.

Once the entity is regressed back this far, he is brought slowly forward and asked a specific set
of revealing questions about what he has learned and how he feels about certain attitudes. Now
these answers must be noted as to time periods and then asked again two more times. This will
be studied carefully and cross-matched with earlier answers on the same subject. The wording
should be a little different each time, but not enough to throw off the meaning of the question.

The one being regressed will be told that he will understand the language being used, for instance
present day English, and will respond in the same language. When he has reached the stage before
language was used he will, if wanting to go further back, be told to relate sensations and feelings
even though he cannot speak, and the entity will be able to do this.

The human mind is capable of anything because it is part of the universal mind. Actually, one
could be regressed to other universes and to the central universe, but this time period would be
dangerous for all involved so should not be attempted.

The main goal of Phylogeny is to show a picture, a graph, if you will, of the progress of the seed-
core. True, this picture could be read in the record room by one’s guides and transmitted to them
by a psychic, but this will not benefit the individual to the extent of doing it himself. One would
be as reading an adventure in a book, the other would be living the adventure. When one is
brought out of the regression, he will wonder why he couldn’t see his weaknesses before. He will
be able to see so clearly afterwards, that on which he has to concentrate and work. It is the work-
ing out of attitudes ingrained so thoroughly that will be difficult.

This science, along with goals for the present lifetime, determined by astrology and numerology,
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will give a counselor a complete look at an entity and allow the counselor, then, to give guidance
and advice on how to work toward the goals for progress that have been uncovered. This new sci-
ence of Phylogeny will be a big help in using the great gift of reincarnation, because our thoughts
in this lifetime are forming our choices for the next try on the earth plane. 

Regressions
Those psychics leading regressions should be counselors who have been working previously with
the individual in the area of certain fears and attitudes, and the regressions should be only one
tool, among many other tools, that the counselor uses. The counselor needs to have talked with
the individual about what he needs to understand better about himself, in other words, his reason
for wanting to be regressed and what he thinks the regression will show him about himself.
Perhaps one is not ready to see a certain deed he committed in a previous life. A counselor would
be able to steer the entity away from asking to see a certain cause or a certain effect manifesting
itself in this lifetime and thereby not only save the entity from further confusion, but also steer
him into an area that will be more beneficial at that particular time period.

To just walk into a regression, never having seen the counselor before and not having any control
over what is going to be uncovered is to be not accepting responsibility for oneself. This is why
at least one previous counseling session is absolutely necessary and more would certainly be ben-
eficial. This would prevent regressions from being used as “entertainment.”  They should be con-
sidered serious therapy and not be entered into lightly.

The counselors must be open channels to inner plane life to be able to perform the regressions.
The one being regressed needs to have studied basic courses on reincarnation and karma for at
least six months, unless it is an emergency whereby this requirement can be dispensed with. This
prerequisite, this class dealing with regressions should be, say, a four week course explaining the
use of regressions and showing how they help, giving real life examples as how they were used
by counselors for healing. The other side of the coin should be shown also as to harm they can
cause if not handled and treated with respect. They should not be entered into lightly!  It is never
a subject to be taken lightly!  It is one of the most serious periods of soul searching one can have
and should not be done too often. The soul searching should be done by oneself for the most part,
as this digging into the recesses of the mind by regression is similar to speeding the labor and birth
process of a pregnant woman. It can be harmful. Any soul searching done on one’s own rather
than by a counselor will have much greater and more beneficial effects on the entity.

Earth Plane Help For Spiritual Path
Profound sources of help on the earth plane for the beginning seeker are those called Psychics,
Mediums, Intuitives, Communicators, Speakers, Teachers and Prophets. These terms are all appli-
cable because this is a progressive realm of experience. It takes many, many lifetimes in one cat-
egory before the move is made to the next.

Psychics
To be psychic is a natural state for a lot of humanity since the days of Atlantis when the use of
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the third eye came in. The ability to look into other’s minds and read their past and see their future
is a “gift” that many have. What they do with this ability is what determines their stage of growth
for that lifetime. They can use it only for the good of others, or they can misuse it by applying
this power for materialistic pursuits, or even misuse it in the area of doing personal harm to anoth-
er. Using it for good would be considered white magic, using it for evil would be black magic.
The same gifts and powers are involved – the difference is in motivation. If Psychics try to use
their powers for material gain, the powers will be stripped from them, as this psychic ability is a
gift to humanity. The Psychic is the “vessel used to deliver this gift.”   They are the “vase the flow-
ers are in.”  They are the “box the present is wrapped in.”  If they misuse the power, all humani-
ty loses.

Down through the ages there have been many black magicians. The most famous was Hitter, but
there have been others who were like wolves in sheep’s clothing. They never were known to
humanity, but those on the inner planes knew who they were. It really is serious karma for any-
one to misuse psychic power. This is their own responsibility, but the biggest damage is the loss
of the use of this Psychic to humanity. This Psychic has had much training over many lifetimes
to reach this stage. Those on the inner planes will protect them physically by watching carefully
the energy level in the body and trying to keep it in perfect balance. They will help them as much
as universal law permits, but if they choose to misuse their powers, all this help is withdrawn.

The people do have a distrust of any who claim to have psychic powers and tend to look on them
with skepticism. True, some of them bring this slander on themselves. This is just to warn them
of the dangers and pitfalls and urge them to refine and uplift this psychic ability to the higher level
that is needed for the future. Through the ages, along with the ones who made a circus of psychic
ability, there have been sincere ones whose path has been that much harder because of the carni-
val atmosphere.

Mediums
Mediums give readings that shock and titillate people. At times the medium goes into a trance and
an entity on the inner planes uses the Medium’s vocal chords to bring messages through, usually
from the astral plane. The information is of low quality and usually is just concerned with per-
sonal messages.

Intuitives
The next stage up is that of being an Intuitive, where the intuition is used. It will be found that the
ability to move up to this stage is directly related more to the age old wisdom, rather than just the
use of the reasoning abilities of the intelligent mind. It is the right combination of both that is
needed. Most of the crystal ball gazers, or fortune tellers, of the carnival type will be found to lack
the reasoning ability. They may even have the knowledge, but not be able to pull it all together in
the way needed to move up to the next step, that of using the intuition.

The intuition is hard to describe. It is a nebulous thing. It is a combination of many factors all
working in a synchronized manner. Being psychic is only a small part of it. The psychic ability is
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used, but not out of proportion to the other factors involved. At this stage, that of being an
Intuitive, the psychic ability has been refined to the point where it is not strong enough to cause
catastrophe when used, but is still strongly tied in with the intuition. It can be used for good by
counseling people, or for bad if that is the direction one chooses. This is the big stumbling block
for those who are psychic. They must learn to block out some of that psychic ability, or the other
senses will not come into play. After sharpening these other senses to the point where they can
then be coupled with the psychic ability, the Intuitive can get a more well- rounded picture of peo-
ple who come for counseling.

Intuitives give counseling, not “readings.”  It is a step higher, of more quality, of more value, than
the readings given by trance mediums. An Intuitive can see into the future and sense some of the
past and do this quite well as they still have their psychic abilities, and are able to counsel those
who come to them for help. This help will be given in direct proportion to the clarity of the chan-
nel. These counselors give good, solid, down to earth advice based on what they receive from
using the psychic ability in connection with many other factors.

Communicators
A Communicator or Transmitter is one who receives very easily, from three sources at once. If
one source is unavailable, they have two more to fall back on. These three sources are the uni-
versal mind, the teachers and guides, and their own soul (their former incarnations). It is a good
back-up system, the same way our space ships have several back-up systems. True, everyone has
the potential to establish communication with the God Within, and with their teachers and guides,
but very few are blessed with the qualities that combine to make an excellent Communicator.

Speakers
The next stage is that of the Speaker. Speaker capability is natural for those who came in on the
seventh ray. It is a natural ability of the divine part of humanity. A Speaker does have a difficult
time in some respects because of the duality that is with them from birth. They are born with the
divine part of them, the Speaker part of them, wide open, you might say, and they are also born
with the psychic part of them, through the chakras of the physical form, wide open. These peo-
ple, as children, go through “hell” because they do not understand the battle that is going on inside
them. The psychic part is usually sharper in this seventh ray group than it is in the rest of human-
ity. The psychic side of them is fascinated with phenomena and, at the same time, the Speaker part
of them is saying, “That’s not what you ought to be doing.” It’s a very timid, small voice inside
them.

These Speakers of the seventh ray have always had “open lines” to other dimensions. They just
“remember,” or “know,” most everything that anyone needs to know. They are like a walking
“encyclopedia,” or perhaps a walking “library,” with a record-keeping section in which to store
knowledge. In other words, they either know the answer or can go into their records department
and look it up. Yes, the word “computer” would be a better explanation, a walking, living, breath-
ing computer, only this computer has a mind of its own.
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Teachers
The next stage is that of a Teacher, who has all the qualities and abilities of the previous stages,
because they have experienced all of these stages in past lives. This Teacher usually has one out-
standing forte, but has much knowledge and wisdom about most subjects relating to the spiritual
path. As far as the abilities of a Teacher being a gift from our Creator, how else would any teach-
ings be sent down?  Humanity needs to know and realize that any with this gift, who uses it prop-
erly, should have their utmost respect. They need to realize that these Teachers have given up
something very dear to them in a personal area to use this gift to help their fellow man. It is not
always the same personal wish or desire that is given up, but there is always a sacrifice made by
each of them in some area. They do not need to be worshiped, nor do they want to be worshiped,
but they do need to be respected.

To begin with, these sincere ones have to have much in the way of personal courage and have had
to learn, very thoroughly, the four D’s: Discernment, Discrimination, Discreetness, and
Discipline, and have had to add a fifth D, Dedication. Perhaps those reading this material should
try to live their lives for just one day applying these five D’s and discover how hard it is.
Nevertheless, there have been some able to do this and to give humanity much in the way of
teachings. There is always the possibility of the material being colored by the Teacher’s own ideas
and thoughts, but this area is becoming less of a problem than it was previously.

Teachers need to not only accept the responsibility of using the five D’s at all times, but also of
using impersonality. Teachers cannot get emotionally upset or involved in the counseling they do
of others, but also, cannot come across cold and disinterested either. It must be done diplomati-
cally and without emotion. Once a Teacher, always a Teacher. It will be found that many of the
more well known Teachers have been from the same seedcore entering each time to further the
truth.

Prophets
A Prophet is one that has pulled all the previous stages together into a spiritual mission involving
much of humanity, leading them to a better way of behaving towards one another, by showing
them what is ahead for them if they “clean up their act.”  A Prophet must also learn to work with
psychic energies and always for the good of humanity. The higher the motive, the more of this
energy they will be endowed with to use. The more they use to help others, the more that will be
available to them.

After the entity known to humanity as Jesus, received the Christ Consciousness, He was able to
perform the miracles accredited to Him. Some of His deeds can be done by many today, espe-
cially His healings, but some of the accomplishments of instant manifestation, were truly mira-
cles using control of the energies. Making water into wine was accomplished in this manner, and
also feeding the five thousand. These manifestations were accomplished, as was His reappearance
after death, by moving atoms, (known to some as devas), over which He had absolute control.
These devas are one of the most powerful sources of energies there is, and the opposite – sus-
pended animation – is the ability to stop the movement of these devas. Suspended animation is
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also a powerful force, and more dangerous than performing manifestation. These energies are so
powerful and dangerous that they cannot be safely restored at the present time and the way to
achieve them will not be discussed further. This was the way the healing powers of Jesus came
into their full potential. From the very beginning, He used them only for the good of humanity,
but more important than that, He used them. So many today don’t put the gifts they have to use;
they simply don’t believe in themselves or trust themselves enough to try them.

When Jesus healed, it was a drain on His energy, which was always replaced with more energy
than had left Him. This resulted in  a build-up, a back-up reservoir of energy that never left Him.
The same thing takes place on a smaller scale with humanity in general. A good deed done by an
entity is always followed by an opportunity to do more good deeds for his fellow man. If the enti-
ty chooses to follow through on all opportunities that come his way, eventually he is rewarded in
other ways, such as a promotion in his line of work, or an unexpected inheritance. His reactions
to these rewards are what those on the inner planes watch. They determine his path. If he takes
the rewards and reinvests them in the pursuit of helping humanity, he will receive more. If, on the
other hand, he takes the reward and uses it solely on personal pleasure and gives up any activities
he was doing to help humanity,  those on the inner planes will withdraw their help and support.
It’s as simple as that.

To Review
Prophets down through the ages have been able to give humanity enough of a peek at other
dimensions to keep most of them on a search for further knowledge. If this were all they accom-
plished, that in itself would be enough because that is a great accomplishment and a necessary
accomplishment. But they  do so much more and will continue to do much more to help human-
ity. Without them there would be no progress made in most areas of humanities’ lives, especially
in their spiritual growth which is the area the Prophets work in.

The life of one blessed with these gifts will never be easy, neither exoterically (outwardly) nor
esoterically (inwardly). There is much conflict in one who can communicate with higher realms;
much conflict and much dissatisfaction with life in that particular realm. But they must live that
life to the fullest as an expression of the Creator’s thought or the opportunity will be wasted. They
must take advantage of every door opened to them. If it’s a mistake, they’ll know better next time.
If not a mistake, then they will benefit greatly from it.

One thing that needs to be made clear is that each one, as he climbs this stairway, can always per-
form the duties of the stages behind him, but must work very hard to progress to the next stage.
If they don’t try, they will never truly know how far they really have progressed in previous lives
will they?  These stages will all be reviewed quickly until they reach the level they entered on. If
they have just taken the first step this lifetime they will not progress past it in one lifetime, but
can shorten the period between that stage and the next stage by making the most use and the best
use of the abilities they do have to help the most people. Perhaps this explanation will bring
understanding to them of what they are going through and help them help themselves to keep
reaching for the next stage, not only for their own benefit, but for the benefit of all humanity.
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The Psychic stage is the easiest stage of this stairway, both the inner and outer phases of it. The
Intuitive stage is considered the hardest. It does involve more inner work. The Communicator,
having already achieved the inner work, has a harder time exoterically applying the knowledge
and getting it accepted.

The Speaker has a fairly easy time exoterically, but is back again to difficulty with the esoteric,
keeping the information, which has now stepped up into a specific area, pure and uncolored by
his own personality. Taking it one step further, the Teacher has again the exoteric difficulty of get-
ting the material understood and accepted by others.

The Prophet is again working in both areas, both exoteric and esoteric. By this time they are both
equally easy for him as he has covered all phases. His problem is synthesizing all the hard won
abilities of this particular stairway or path and by using his reasoning, intelligent mind, pull all
together along with the use of the powerful energies available for his use by this time, and giving
humanity a plan to follow and a goal to strive for and a vision to keep all moving.

Do you see the rhythm of this branch, of the exoteric and esoteric phases?  Think about this for a
moment, because it does explain much as to the pattern of not only this path, but all paths. To be
psychic is a natural ability coming from the lower nature, the animal part of man. Speaker abili-
ty is a natural part for those that came in on the seventh ray. It is a natural ability of the divine
part of humanity.

There is a duality here. As man is dual natured, everything having to do with man is going to be
a duality. On this set of stairs, the duality is caused by the psychic ability which is, as explained
previously, a natural state for all. In some it is a latent talent, in others it is very, very apparent.
Neither is better than the other. It simply is an extra sense that the animal nature of man may draw
on. It can be used for good of for bad. It can be educated, raised up, and when this one synthe-
sizes his lower and his higher self, this opens up the floodgates to that inner stream of knowledge
which is inside each one. And this one, by combining his psychic abilities and the ability to tap
into this knowledge then can raise his consciousness high enough to be a teacher of humanity.
This can be done without any Speaker ability whatsoever. These ones with just the psychic abil-
ity can become expert communicators, expert receivers, expert teachers, and can even go further.
Some of them can and do become Prophets. Being a Speaker is not a criteria for becoming a
Prophet.

A Speaker is in a  different  category to start with. A Speaker does not have to, shall we say, work
as hard to achieve all these stages as do those not on the seventh ray. The Speaker part and the
psychic part will not be joined or synthesized until the total body is synthesized; until the upper
and lower nature of this one have joined and are working as a unit. This is when the Speaker and
Psychic come together in this one body and you have an excellent combination of Teacher and
Prophet. Any of the terms that have been applied to this stage of humanity can be done by the one
who has combined Speaker and Psychic abilities. It is a long hard journey for them.
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Seven Levels of Progress
for 

Counselors

Psychics

Mediums

Intuitives

Communicators

Speakers

Teachers

Prophets
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This series of New Millennium NoteBooks will
hopefully further our understanding of things that
happened long ago and far away from the time
period we are experiencing now. Analogies are
used in many places to help with understanding.
Teaching through the use of analogies will be the
trend of education for the future –
AnalogicThought. While contemplating these
NoteBooks I hope you will allow yourself to imag-
ine that perhaps I have been given incredible
insight into some of the mysteries of the universe.
Please allow your mind to expand and wonder
“what if” it all took place as being presented.
Norma


